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Items for inclusion in Hotline and

enquiries about CHTA activities should
be addressed to:

Contract Heat Treatment Association
c/o SEA, BJGF Federation,

Federation House, 10 Vyse Street,
Birmingham B18 6LT

Tel: 0121 329 2970 (or 0121 237 1123)
Fax: 0121 237 1124

E-mail: mail@chta.co.uk
Website: www.chta.co.uk

CHTA Secretary and Hotline Editor:
Alan J. Hick  B.Sc., C. Eng., FIMMM

The Contract Heat Treatment Association is 
not responsible for the statements made or 

opinions expressed by contributors to Hotline.

CHTA is affiliated to the Surface Engineering Association

Highlighted by Roger Haw in the previous

edition of Hotline, the dilemma facing all

members - “How to fill the training gap?” -

will be the subject of a special discussion

session at this year’s CHTA Annual

General Meeting.

The session will be led by former 

Bodycote Director Brian Birch on the basis

of his review, assessing the problem at

some length, in this issue of Hotline.

CHTA’s 2010 AGM takes place at SEA’s

Birmingham headquarters on May 13th;

full details will be circulated to all members

in mid-April.

The event will also provide a forum in

which members will be able to update on

CHTA activities and those of our affiliate

Surface Engineering Association. A buffet

lunch beforehand will provide a further

opportunity for convivial networking.

Guido Plicht

Head of Metals
Processing Applications

Technology

Q
A

How can I improve the productivity and economics of my HVOF thermal spray process?

The Air Products thermal spray cooling technology, using liquid nitrogen, allows tight control of the surface temperature
during the spray process, resulting in reduced cooling breaks between surface layers and reduced consumption of utilities.

tell me more
www.airproducts.com/spray  Tel: +44 (0)1270 614314; E-mail: apbulkuk@airproducts.com Air Products are sponsors of Hotline

Our photograph shows delegates at Wolfson Heat Treatment Centre’s “Understanding Heat
Treatment” course being addressed, on the subject of  quality control, by the late John Boot of  Land
Rover. This well-established event will be staged for the 75th time on October 12-14 (see page 5).

Training inTraining in
Heat TreatmentHeat Treatment
DISCDISCUSSION SESSION ATUSSION SESSION AT

CHTA’S MAY 13th AGMCHTA’S MAY 13th AGM
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ADVERTISEMENTADVERTISEMENTS

Almorgroup
HEAT TREAT SERVICES
SUPPORT YOU CAN RELY ON

Now

incorporating

Mormet

Fabrications

Vacuum furnace

spares & service

� Furnace Upgrades and

Energy-saving Burners

� Alloy Fabrications including

Jigs, Fixtures, Retorts,

Muffles, Radiant Tubes and

more ……

� Replacement Parts and

Consumables

� Atmosphere Controls

� New Furnaces and Ovens

including Installations from

Aichelin

� Site Services, Maintenance

Contracts, Training and Plant

Assessments

� Vacuum Furnace Services

For more information visit: www.almor.co.uk 

Tel: +44 (0)115 986 8773  Fax: +44 (0)115 986 6716

Email: sales@almor.co.uk

A PARTNER OF

www.aichelin.com

�NEW

Furnace Spares &
Maintenance Ltd

Engineering Solutions for 
the Heat Treatment Industry
With a full ‘in-house’ facility for bespoke furnace design 
and manufacture of heat treatment plant and associated

equipment, we provide our customers with rapid, 
practical and cost-effective solutions to their needs.

SERVICES
• DESIGN  •  CONSULTANCY  •  COMBUSTION SYSTEMS 

•  COMMISSIONING  •  FAULT FINDING 

• REFURBISHMENT  •  ELECTRICAL  •  INSTALLATION 

• REPAIRS/ MAINTENANCE

• IN-HOUSE MACHINING  • REFRACTORIES

ALLOY PRODUCTS
• WORK BASKETS  •  RETORTS  •  MUFFLES  •  FANS

• RADIANT TUBES  •  JIGS & FIXTURES  •  GRIDS  •  DRIVE

DRUMS & ROLLERS • CAST LINK & MESH BELT • ELEMENTS

With 10-tonne overhead craneage facilities, our factory features mild-steel

fabrication and alloy welding workshops and a fully-equipped machine shop

For an in-depth view of our services, visit our new website:

www.furnacespares.com
Tel: +44 (0)1922 458330  Fax: +44 (0)1922 456402

E-mail: furnacespares.maintenance@fsmail.net
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Roger Haw’s Hotline 118 article asked 
how CHTA members might fill the 
technical training gap. We invited 
comment from Brian Birch (brian.
birch@blueyonder.co.uk), who worked on
this same training problem for Bodycote for
some years. He recently wrote a wide-
ranging article on the issue, in IFHTSE’s
journal International Heat Treatment &

Surface Engineering*, from which his
observations here are distilled.

Roger was quite correct in that all heat

treaters need a metallurgist, if they are to

be taken seriously, and the chance of

recruiting one straight from academia

seems unlikely, given the competition for

the few produced each year. The con-

clusion, that self-help is necessary in

providing appropriate training for current

employees, seems inevitable.

Roger is not right that there are no

metallurgy courses available. Last time I

checked, a couple of years ago, Sheffield

was the last university to offer a metallurgy

course, all of the others having converted

theirs to materials science courses with

little heat treatment content. However, the

colleges at Rotherham and Bradford still

offer metallurgy courses at technician 

level, with Bradford taking the subject to

degree level. Once again, when I checked,

they both offered their courses on a full-

time or part-time basis.

So, formal general metallurgy education is

available for younger employees. How-

ever, CHTA members have a requirement

for continuous training in all of the skills

needed within a heat treatment facility,

covering introductory to advanced levels.

In the past, the senior people would train

the younger members of the company. 

As these people retire, the training problem

will start to become acute.

Shop floor employees
There is another aspect to the training

problem that was not addressed by Roger.

It relates to the greatest proportion of our

employees - those who work on the shop

floor operating the equipment. 

Thirty years ago, we were able to find

employees that had worked for many 

years in engineering industry. They were,

therefore, familiar with handling compo-

nents and in operating industrial machinery.

These people could be taken onto the 

shop floor and, with minimal training on the

procedures and specific equipment in 

use at the factory, were found to be

generally competent at running the fur-

naces. The situation with these employees

has also changed. 

Nowadays, with 50-60% of the UK’s

employees working in service industries or

retail, it is much more difficult to find new

employees who have any experience of

working in industry. Whilst it has always

been necessary to provide a good deal of “on-

the-job” training to get employees used to

specific equipment in the factories, it is now

necessary to provide much more back-

ground information, with regard to opera-

ting industrial equipment and handling com-

ponents, than was necessary in the past. 

In addition, thermal processing equipment

is now much more technically advanced

and complex than it was 30 years ago,

most of it being computer-controlled. This

increasing complexity has been accom-

panied by increasing costs, both of the

equipment and of the higher-technology

products being processed.

Fig. 1 shows a modern thermal processing

facility, containing four large vacuum 

furnaces and a hot isostatic press, set up 

to service the aerospace industry. The

basic investment for this factory was 

about £7m and, since it operates 24 hours

a day, seven days a week, there are 

many hours each week where that

investment is in the hands of furnace

operators alone, with no management

present on site. In addition to the large

investment, the typical furnace loads 

being processed would have a minimum

intrinsic value of about £250,000; so it is

easy to see that the opportunity for

catastrophic losses is quite high.

Without doubt, a new approach to training

is called for.

THERMAL PROCESSING TRAINING
TODAY
As my recent article* illustrates in detail,

there is a myriad of diverse sources of

thermal processing training throughout the

world and, at a glance, it would appear to

be easy to acquire suitable courses.

However, my experience is that they are of

variable content and quality. Indeed I have

found many to be simply full of errors,

irrespective of origin. I have even found

major errors in courses produced by ASM

International which have been reviewed by

university lecturers. One cannot therefore

just adopt courses on an ad-hoc basis

without expert review. 

There are two obvious sources of training,

tailored for and targeted at heat treaters:

Wolfson Heat Treatment Centre
The Wolfson Heat Treatment Centre is too

well-known to CHTA members to need

introduction. For almost the whole of its

existence, the Centre has been offering

trainer-led courses to the thermal pro-

cessing industry. These have concentrated

on the foreman to junior supervisor level,

with a restricted range of subjects being

covered. In general, the lectures are given

by subject-area experts from industry and

are, therefore, of a very high standard.

The advantages of this training are that the

learner has the opportunity to interact with

experts in the field and anything that they

need clarified, regarding the material

presented, can generally be discussed with

the lecturer over coffee or lunch.

The disadvantage of this type of training 

is that the courses are only run from time 

to time and, therefore, the opportunity to

Training in heat treatment

Hotline 119 3

*Birch B. IFHTSE Global 21: Heat treatment 

and surface engineering in the twenty-first 

century. Part 8 – Training in heat treatment and

surface engineering. International Heat Treat-
ment and Surface Engineering, March/June2009,
Vol. 3, No.1/2, 9-16.

Fig. 1: A modern thermal 
processing factory. (Photograph 

courtesy of  Bodycote Thermal Processing)

Fig. 1: A modern thermal 
processing factory. (Photograph 

courtesy of  Bodycote Thermal Processing)
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attend is limited. In addition, there is only a

small range of employees for whom it is

suitable.

Metal Treating Institute
The Metal Treating Institute (MTI) was

formed in 1933, by members of the

American Society for Steel Treating who

ran or managed commercial heat

treatment shops, and is the American

equivalent of the CHTA. MTI has provided

training for heat treaters over many years

but in a somewhat fragmentary way.

However, over the last two or three years,

it has turned its attention seriously to 

e-learning, or computer-based training as it

used to be known.

When I last checked, MTI had approx-

imately 30 courses available, covering a

wide range of subjects within the field of

thermal processing. Although the titles

make them appear to be very attractive,

the usability of the courses suffers from

their being the work of one or two people

and heavily based on pre-existing trainer-

led lessons, which have been adapted very

quickly to e-learning. 

This process has resulted in courses of

very uneven quality and content, since they

are lacking in collaboration / peer review

and the resultant improvement that

collaboration would bring. Whilst they are

far better than nothing, they do not meet

the exacting standards that are required by

aerospace and similar other high-

technology industries. Nevertheless, MTI

has made available very quickly a

catalogue of useful courses which can be

accessed at very attractive rates, making it

possible to train large numbers of

employees for a modest outlay.

These courses are firmly aimed at the

foreman to junior supervisor level, although

the course author is perfectly capable of

providing courses at a higher or lower level

should the demand present itself. Apart

from the general criticism on the basis of the

overall quality of the courses, they are also

far from the state-of-the-art in e-learning.

BODYCOTE’S INITIATIVE
In 2003, when its training initiative began,

the Bodycote group comprised over 300

globally-widespread and rather small

factories. Thus internet-based e-learning

was considered the only training method

that was able to deliver training 24/7

around the world and yet be monitored

centrally. 

We started initially with safety training, 

both to prove the system and because

high-quality courses were already

available. Following success with safety

training and its surprising popularity with 

all levels of employee, we moved on to

technical training in 2007.

In the ClarityNet system adopted by

Bodycote (Fig. 2), the main parts are the

screen showing either photographs or

video – generally about 50% of each in a

course. Below the video screen is the text

which is accompanied by a narration,

which can be switched on or off as the

learner prefers. To the right are bullet

points which emphasise the salient points

from the screen and reinforce the text. 

The move to technical training
This work had been preceded by a

comprehensive review of what was then

available commercially. As a result of the

review, it was concluded that there were

virtually no e-learning courses available in

the areas of interest to thermal processing

and, therefore, progress in this area 

would require a substantial effort by the 

company.

One of the first problems that had to be

faced was to define the extent of the

technical training required and, to this end,

a list of subject areas in which thermal

processing personnel required some

competence was drawn up. This list was

subsequently named the Bodycote
Curriculum. Table 1 shows a recent

contents page of this constantly-changing

document, which gives an indication of the

breadth of the competencies required. The

page numbering demonstrates the depth 

of the material needed. 

Very little effort has been expended to

develop this curriculum beyond those

subjects essential to the practice of 

thermal processing. This accounts for so

many important subject areas being 

limited to a single-page entry, bearing little

more than a main heading and two or 

three sub-headings – more as an aide-

mémoire rather than a serious attempt to

produce a complete curriculum. However,

as will be seen later, for those areas 

where a start has been made on producing

the training, the individual courses making

up a subject area are listed.

As well as relying on in-house expertise, it

was decided to obtain some professional

assistance:

Bradford College
Bodycote had used the Department of

Metallurgy at Bradford College to provide

specific trainer-led training courses, such

as Metallurgy for Non-Metallurgists. These

imparted a high level of awareness 

training to those employees whose

degrees were not in the field of metallurgy.

In addition, a number of employees also

received metallurgical qualifications from

the college, generally on a day-release

basis. This relationship with Bradford

College had been ongoing for quite a

number of years 

When the question of e-learning came up,

it was natural for Bodycote to turn to

Bradford College to take advantage of 

their experience of the thermal processing

industry generally and with the production

of e-learning courses for their own

purposes. Accordingly, a contract was put

in place whereby Bradford College would

supply specific e-learning courses to

Bodycote for the continuing technical

education of its employees. 

The first year of this new relationship was

spent in exploring exactly what constituted

high quality e-learning from a vocational

point of view. This turned out to be an

educational experience for both Bodycote

and Bradford College since the latter’s

experience with e-learning was for

academic purposes rather than vocational

purposes, a much more significant

difference than one might at first expect. 

For example, academic institutions can

reasonably expect all students to start

 

Contents Pages 

Ancillary Processes 2 

Chemistry 3 

Environmental Management 4 

Health & Safety 5 

Heat Treatment Equipment 6-8 

Heat Treatment & Surface 
Engineering 

 

9-10 

Maintenance 11 

Materials Properties & 
Characterisation 

 

12-13 

Metallurgy 14-15 

Miscellaneous: 

• Mathematics 

• Blueprints & Technical 
Drawings 

• Management 

• Computing (IT/IS) 

• Personal Skills 

• Joining processes 

16 

16 

 

16 

16 

16 

16-17 

17 

Quality Control 18 

Sales & Marketing 19 

Fig. 2: A typical ClarityNet screen shot taken
from a Bodycote-produced course showing a
video of  an employee screwing a tensile
specimen into a holder.

Table 1: The contents page of the 
Bodycote Curriculum.
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from a given level of education and

language skills; vocational training cannot

have any such preconceptions. Academic

training conditions students intellectually to

allow them to excel in their chosen field;

vocational training provides the information

they need to do their current and, hopefully,

future jobs.

Nevertheless, this relationship began to

bear fruit as Bradford College worked on a

series of courses relating to the

mechanical properties of metals. See 

Table 2 for a partial list of courses.

The basic principle adhered to in 

designing courses was that any with a title

beginning “Introduction to…” would be

suitable for those with no background in

the subject area whatsoever. In fact, one 

of the strengths of the ClarityNet system is

that it is easy to switch off sections of a

course. In this way, for example, novices

can take the first section, those needing

more information can study the first two

sections and those requiring full

information can study all sections. Careful

course design can therefore yield courses

suitable for all levels of employee.

It can be seen from Table 2 that the major

effort was initially placed upon producing a

full suite of courses on hardness testing,

since this is such an important subject 

area in thermal processing and one in

which understanding is often woefully

inadequate, especially amongst those

carrying out the testing. Six courses were

eventually produced, each one being of a

very high calibre and taking well over an

hour to complete. 

Each of the courses was accompanied by

a glossary which explained the technical

terms that would be encountered within 

the course. In addition, no less than 50

questions would be used to ensure that 

the learner had fully understood the 

subject matter, the pass mark being 80%.

Learners would require at least ten hours

of study and have to answer correctly

some 200-250 questions in order to 

master the whole hardness-testing course.

This could be compared with Bodycote’s

prior hardness-testing training of about 

an hour’s duration with a handful of

questions.

Progress
After several years of experimentation and

effort, the company has a small number of

courses finished to the latest standard. It

also has thirty other courses which are in

the process of being upgraded from earlier

formats to the latest standard, and several

under development. 

Although some of these courses inevitably

contain Bodycote’s intellectual property

and, naturally, their use must be restricted

to Bodycote personnel, many of the

courses, such as those on hardness

testing, are generic or pre-competitive. It

has been decided that the generic courses

can be marketed by Coastal Training

Technologies on a worldwide basis. The

objective here is not to try to create an

income stream for Bodycote, but rather to

show by demonstration that collaboration

in the production and availability of 

courses will move all organisations to their

goal much more rapidly.

CONCLUSIONS
Years ago, it was relatively easy for the ther-

mal processing industry to find managers,

technicians and shop floor workers 

who had the basic skills required to carry

out their jobs. The situation has now

changed markedly, with skilled workers at

any level much harder to find. At the same

time, there has been a decrease in the

availability of training opportunities, largely

leaving organisations dependent on skilled

workers to fend for themselves.

Although there are training solutions out

there, it has been shown that none meet

more than a small part of the require-

ments, nor do they cater for all levels 

within an organisation. It would appear 

that the only training methodology that will

be suitable for such vocational training is 

e-learning. However, high-quality courses

are very expensive and time-consuming to

produce and it is beyond the means of any

company on its own to do more than make

a start on the project.

Since this is a problem that is common to

a great many thermal processing compan-

ies, it offers the possibility of large-scale co-

operation, which would make the progress

easier, quicker and more affordable.

Brian Birch will lead a discussion
session on “Training in Heat
Treatment” at CHTA’s May 13th
AGM (see page 1).

Understanding
Heat Treatment

Readers are reminded that Wolfson Heat
Treatment Centre's three-day course
"Understanding Heat Treatment” is being
repeated, for the 75th time, on October 
12-14 this year at SEA’s Federation House
headquarters in Birmingham.

The aim of this well-established course is

to convey a general appreciation of the

metallurgical/technological background to

industrial heat treatment. It examines the

various processes, how they are carried

out and controlled, what they seek to

achieve in structures and properties, and

the problems that can be encountered. 

With the emphasis on steel heat treat-

ment, course content, presented in the

main by speakers from industry, covers:

�
basic metallurgical theory of heat

treatment;

�
quenching principles and practice;

�
surface hardening theory and practice;

�
furnace types, materials and heating

methods;

�
temperature measurement and control;

�
salt-bath heat treatment;

�
controlled-atmosphere heat treatment;

�
vacuum heat treatment;

�
fluidised-bed heat treatment;

�
quality control/assurance in heat

treatment;

�
computer software to assist the heat

treater. 

For further information and full registration

details, contact Derek Close, Wolfson 

Heat Treatment Centre, Federation 

House, 10 Vyse Street, Birmingham B18

6LT (tel: 0121 237 1122; fax: 0121 237

1124; e-mail: derek.close@sea.org.uk;
web: www.sea.org.uk/whtc). 

CHTA’s Publicity Sub-

committee is pleased to

welcome new member

Simon Cockfield, Heat

Treatment Manager at

Birmingham-based Ajax

Tocco International Ltd. 

Extra help in promoting the case for

contract heat treatment is always valued.

Other CHTA members willing to volunteer a

representative for the Subcommittee,

which meets quarterly at SEA’s

Birmingham headquarters, should contact

CHTA’s Secretariat.

 

 

Mechanical properties of metals 
 

• Introduction to the mechanical 
properties of metals 

• Introduction to steel and its mechanical 
properties 

• Hardness testing: 
• Introduction to hardness testing    

(2 parts) 
• Rockwell hardness testing 
• Brinell hardness testing 
• Vickers hardness testing 
• Microindentation hardness testing 
• Portable hardness testing 

• Introduction to tensile testing 
• Introduction to impact testing 

 

Table 2: List of mechanical properties
courses produced by Bradford College.

Please send items for June’s
Hotline 120 to: mail@chta.co.uk

Deadline: May 24th

CHTA PUBLICITY SUBCOMMITTEE
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Timetable for new Climate Change Agreements 

 

21 December 2009 2nd Consultation issued 

18 January 2010 2nd Plenary session held with Sector Associations 

15 February 2010 Deadline for responses to 2nd consultation 

End March 2010 Government response to 2nd consultation 

Consultation on Scheme Rules issued 

Target proposals issued to Sector Associations 

End April 2010 Plenary session on Scheme Rules 

End May 2010 Deadline for responses to Scheme Rules consultation 

Mid July 2010 Scheme Rules published 

May to December 2010 Target negotiations between DECC and Sector Associations 

April 2011 Sector Agreements signed for new scheme 

Underlying agreements signed for new entrants only 

May to September 2011 Underlying agreements with existing target units signed 

2012 First target period 

 
Proposed changes to current Climate Change Agreements 

  

Current Agreement Proposed New Agreement 

A. Targets units allowed the choice between absolute and 

relative targets. Sector targets determined by the currency of the 

majority of the energy used in the target units within the sector.  

A. No change  

[See paragraphs 28 to 40] 

B. Targets set biennially, those meeting targets qualifying for 

Levy discount for the following two years. 

B. Targets to be set annually, for 2012 to 2015, those meeting targets qualifying 

for Levy discount for the following year [See paragraphs 41 to 45]. 

C. Targets reviewed in 2004 and 2008. C. Targets for 2014 and 2015 to be reviewed in 2012. [See paragraphs 46 to 47] 

D. Target units in sectors that meet targets are deemed to have 

met targets irrespective of individual performance 

D. All target units to be required to meet their targets either by direct action or by 

purchase of allowances. [See paragraphs 48 to 51] 

E. Three risk management tools: purchase of carbon allowances; 

provisions on regulatory constraints; provisions on fuel supply 

disruption 

E. Risk management to be limited to purchase of carbon allowances only [See 

paragraphs 52 to 54] 

 

F. Carbon trading through the UK ETS F. Compliance with negotiated targets through purchase of EU ETS allowances 

or Certified Emission Reductions. Target units to be allowed to bank over-

achievement for OWN USE ONLY against future targets. UK ETS to be closed 

and all remaining allowances cancelled. [See paragraphs 55 to 63] 

G. No de minimus or materiality provisions. G. Introduction of de minimus and materiality provisions. [See paragraphs 64 to 

66] 

H. Novem procedure applied to relevant sectors and target units 

for setting relative targets and measuring performance. 

 

H. Novem procedure to continue to apply for relevant sectors and target units for 

setting relative targets and measuring performance, but with application 

obligatory. [See paragraph 67] 

I. Where there is overlap between Climate Change Agreements 

and EU ETS a double counting mechanism is applied. 

I. Climate Change Agreement targets to be split into two elements: a 

requirement to meet any EU ETS obligation through that scheme; and a 

negotiated target. Only over-achievement against the negotiated target can be 

banked by target units for own use against future targets (see proposal F). 

Eligibility for Levy discount to remain unchanged. [See paragraphs 68 to 71] 

J. Where the eligible energy of a facility is 90% or more of the 

energy use of the site, the energy use of the entire site is deemed 

eligible. Where the eligible energy is less than 90% of the energy 

use of the site, only the eligible energy may qualify for Levy 

discount with, under certain conditions, up to an additional 1/9th. 

J. To re-set the threshold to 70% and retain the provision for the additional 1/9th.

[See paragraphs 72 to 76] 

K. Two types of agreement based on the so-called “Option 2” and 

“Option 3” agreements. 

K. One type of agreement only, based on the current “Option 2” agreement. [See

paragraphs 77 to 78] 

L. Sectors allowed to choose a target period starting on 1 

October, 1 November, 1 December or 1 January. 

L. All target periods to be on a calendar year basis with suitable adjustments to 

the deadlines for reconciliation and Levy discount period. [See paragraphs 79 to 

80] 

M. Sectors failing to meet targets required to provide more 

detailed information at reconciliation than sectors that pass. 

M. All sectors to provide the more detailed information at reconciliation. [See 

paragraphs 81 to 82] 

N. Most rules of the scheme embodied in the agreements 

themselves. 

N. Establish Scheme Rules, linked to the agreements through a suitable clause, 

with the content of the agreements limited to that which is necessary to establish 

the relationship between the parties to the agreements. [See paragraph 82] 

New Climate Change Agreements
A further update from SEA’s Dave Elliott:

The Department of Energy & Climate

Change (DECC) has issued a second

consultation on the form and content of the

new climate change agreements. 

An overview of the changes is presented 

in the table below. Where reference is

made to numbered paragraphs, these

relate to the actual consultation document

(“Second Consultation on the Form and
Content of  New Climate Change
Agreements: December 2009”) down-

loadable from:

www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/consultat
ions/cca_scd_cons/cca_scd_cons.aspx.
An approximate timetable for the intro-

duction of the new agreements appears on

the right.

It will be noted that the consultation closed

on 15th February. SEA was involved in the

process and was pleased to see that most

of the contentious proposals in the first

consultation have been dropped.

SEA responded to the second consultation

by giving broad agreement to the pro-

posals, but asked for further clarification 

on the proposed emission trading mechan-

ism and the fate of ‘ring-fenced’ excesses

in the current agreement. 

It is likely that a seminar will be held by the

SEA once the form and content of the new

agreements has been finalised.
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Quench oil
regeneration

COST-EFFECTIVE / ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND

� Spent quench oils brought back to original
 specification by removal of contaminant water/solids
and replenishment of additive packages.

� Result: clean, dry and sterilised quench oils, at a 
fraction of the cost of virgin products.

� Cooling-curve analysis available to confirm quenching
performance characteristics.

� Negates disposal problems.

� Unique combination of
technical expertise and
practical experience gained
through over 50 years of oil
reconditioning and recovery.

� Accredited to 
ISO 9001/2000
and ISO 14001.

MIDLAND  OIL   REFINERY LTD
Tel: 0121 585 6006

Fax: 0121 585 5405

E-mail: info@midlandoil.co.uk

Shelah Road, Halesowen,

West Midlands B63 3PN

www.midlandoil.co.uk
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8 Hotline 119

Market Movements
ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRE REPLIES RELATING TO 32 CHTA MEMBER SITES

Quarter
No. sites

National

TURNOVER TRENDS
Based on “Market Movements” 
data related to 1st quarter of 1991

OVERALL ANALYSIS Mean
(32 SITES) index

This quarter last year 124.4

Last quarter 97.4

Predicted next quarter 112.0

“THIS QUARTER” =

1 OCTOBER –
31 DECEMBER 2009
= TURNOVER INDEX 100

National (32 sites)

This Quarter Last Year
Last Quarter
Prediction for Next Quarter

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

STATESIDE STATS

Diary
April 14 2010
BIFCA Technical Series:
FURNACE MODELLING
West Bromwich, England                   www.bifca.org.uk

April 29 2010  
CHTA PUBLICITY SUBCOMMITTEE*
Birmingham, England

April 29-30 2010
NITRIDING AND NITROCARBURISING
Aachen, Germany
Joint European conference: 

www.awt-online.org/dates/european-conference-on-
heat-treatment-2010.html?L=2

May 5-6 2010
NORTH AND NORTH WEST MANUFACTURING
TECHNOLOGY 2010
Bolton, England                                www.industry.co.uk

May 13 2010  
CHTA MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE/ AGM*
Birmingham, England

May 24-26 2010
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SURFACE
HARDENING OF CORROSION-RESISTANT ALLOYS
Cleveland, Ohio, USA
http://asmcommunity.asminternational.org/content/
Events/surfacehardening/

May 31 – June 2 2010
ICTPMCS4 - 4TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON THERMAL PROCESS MODELLING AND
COMPUTER SIMULATION
Shanghai, China             www.ictpmcs2010.sjtu.edu.cn

June 8-10 2010
SUBCON 2010
Birmingham, England             www.subconshow.co.uk

June 23-26 2010
THE 11th GUANGZHOU INTERNATIONAL HEAT
TREATMENT, INDUSTRIAL FURNACES EXHIBITION
Guangzhou, China
www.julang.com.cn/english/reculi/index.asp 

July 21-22 2010
NADCAP AUDIT PREPARATION – HEAT TREATING
Sheffield, England                         www.equalearn.com

July 26-30 2010
18TH IFHTSE CONGRESS
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
The International Federation for Heat Treatment and

Surface Engineering holds its Congress for the first time

in Latin America.

www.abmbrasil.com.br/seminarios/ifhtse/2010/

July 29 2010  
CHTA PUBLICITY SUBCOMMITTEE*
Birmingham, England

August 12 2010  
CHTA MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE*
Birmingham, England

*Members wishing issues to be raised at CHTA
meetings should notify CHTA’s Secretary at
mail@chta.co.uk.

NORTH-AMERICAN HEAT TREAT
SALES DECREASE 27.5% IN 2009
CHTA counterparts participating in the

Metal Treating Institute’s Monthly Sales

Statistics Program reported total heat-

treating sales of $625.3million in 2009. 

This is in contrast to January-December

2008 when sales amounted to $862million. 

December billings reached $50.5million, a

decline of 11.2% compared with December

2008 when sales were $56.8million. 

The latest report indicates that January

sales totalled $55.7million, down just 0.5%

on January 2009’s $55.9million.

For the best in subcontract heat
treatment services, go to . . .

The 
Contract 

Heat 
Treatment 

Association

. . . your guide to sourcing from over
60 UK-wide heat treatment specialists
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